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Press Release
XP1Power Wireless Battery Charger

LOS ANGELES, CA, January 11, 2011 – Xmultiple, a global manufacturer of connectivity
products has released their product line of XP1Power wireless chargers.
Portable electronic devices are very popular nowadays. As the usage of these portable
electronic devices is increasing, the demands for longer battery life are also increasing. These
batteries need to be recharged or replaced periodically. It is a hassle to charge or change the
battery after a while, especially when there is no power outlet around. Therefore, our team was
inspired to design the XP1Power wireless battery chargers. This wireless battery charger
eliminates all the hassles with today’s battery technology.

It would be convenient not having to worry about charging or changing the batteries and still
have a working device. The advantage of this device is that it can wirelessly charge up the
batteries which can save time and money in a long run for the general public. Base on the
wireless charging concept, our design team developed three powerful models to charge
batteries wirelessly.
The XP1Power Wireless charging system provides a fast, simple, and efficient way to charge all
of your favorite personal electronic devices. The charger is always ready to charge. Just Drop
and Charge your devices on the XP1Power Mat and experience wireless charging.

How Does It Work?
Inductive charging uses an electro-magnetic field to transfer energy between two objects. The
XP1Power wireless charging stations send energy through inductive coupling to an electrical
device. The device stores the energy in their batteries once placed on the charging mat.
XP1Power Wireless Charger Features:






Simple to use – just drop on mat and charge
No messy wire or tangled cords
Home & Office Mat charges up to 4 devices
Mat includes receiver with tips
Powered by an Energy Star certified AC Adapter.

XP1Power wireless charges are wire-free, sleek, revolutionary electric power delivery banks for
mobile device. The innovative wireless charging is a power solution which delivers true freedom
to be mobile. The XP1Power wireless chargers have prices from $49 to $59.

XP1Power W3400

XP1Power W2700

XP1Power W9600

The XP1Power W3400, W4000, and W4500 models are pin touch chargers which provide
wireless charging. Wireless battery for hours of backup run-time power. The XP1Power
Wireless chargers have powerful reserves for charging all your digital products. Charge iPhone,
iPod, iPad, Blackberry, DROID, Nokia, Motorola or any other SmartPhones and CellPhones.
Charge with convenience of wireless technology. Please call us If you have any additional
questions.

